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Appendix A

Theoretical Lower Bounds on

Control Performance with the

Stochastically Optimal Tonal

Diffuse Field (SOTDF) Virtual

Sensing Method

A.1 Cancelling the pressure at a virtual location

with one secondary source using the mea-

sured pressure and pressure gradient at a

point

An expression for the lower bound on control performance can be derived when the

pressure at the virtual location is minimised with a single secondary source. This

expression gives the worst case limit on the expected control performance.

When a single secondary source is used to cancel the pressure at the virtual

location, p̂(x0), Hp(x0)p = 0. Therefore,

p(x) = Hp(x)p + pu(x)

= Hp(x)p + λHp(x0)p + pu(x), (A.1)
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where λ ∈ R. Consequently

p(x) = [Hpp1(x) + λHpp1(x0)Hpg1(x)+λHpg1 (x0)]p+pu(x). (A.2)

In order to make the coefficient of g(x1) in p equal to zero in Eq. (A.2), λ is selected

to be

−Hpg1(x)/Hpg1(x0). Then

p(x) =
Hpp1(x)Hpg1(x0) − Hpg1(x)Hpp1(x0)

Hpg1(x0)
p(x1)+pu(x). (A.3)

Multiplying this expression by its conjugate and spatially averaging yields

〈|p(x)|2〉 =

(
Hpp1(x)Hpg1(x0) − Hpg1(x)Hpp1(x0)

Hpg1(x0)

)2 〈|p(x1)|2
〉

+
〈|pu(x)|2〉 . (A.4)

Eq. (3.42) may now be used to give the mean squared level of the uncorrelated

pressure component as

〈|p(x)|2〉 =

(
A(x − x1)B(x0 − x1) − B(x − x1)A(x0 − x1)

B(x0 − x1)

)2 〈|p(x1)|2
〉

+

(
1 − A2(x − x1) − 3

k2
B2(x − x1)

)〈|p|2〉 . (A.5)

The quadratic mean/arithmetic mean inequality can be used to give the limit on

control performance at a point x using

〈|p(x)|2〉 ≤ n
∑

i

〈|pi(x)|2〉 = n
∑

i

〈|pi|2
〉

= n
〈|p|2〉 , (A.6)

where n is the number of diffuse fields comprising the total diffuse sound field.

In this case, a single secondary source is used and therefore

〈|p(x1)|2
〉 ≤ 2

〈|p|2〉 . (A.7)

Therefore the worst case limit on control performance at a point x in the controlled
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A.2. Cancelling the pressure at a virtual location with one secondary source using
the measured pressures at two points

sound field is given by

〈|p(x)|2〉 ≤
[
2

(
A(x − x1)B(x0 − x1) − B(x − x1)A(x0 − x1)

B(x0 − x1)

)2

+

(
1 − A2(x − x1) − 3

k2
B2(x − x1)

)]〈|p|2〉 . (A.8)

Therefore the worst case limit on relative control performance at the point x is given

by

〈|p(x)|2〉〈|pp(x)|2〉 ≤
[
2

(
A(x − x1)B(x0 − x1) − B(x − x1)A(x0 − x1)

B(x0 − x1)

)2

+

(
1 − A2(x − x1) − 3

k2
B2(x − x1)

)]
α. (A.9)

The expression for the mean squared pressure at a point x in the controlled sound

field given in Eq. (A.5) is greater than or equal to the expression in Eq. (3.42) for

the mean squared pressure at x when cancelling the pressure and pressure gradient

at x1 with two control sources. The two expressions are equal when x = x0 and the

mean squared pressure at the point x0 becomes

〈|p(x0)|2
〉

=

(
1 − A2(x0 − x1) − 3

k2
B2(x0 − x1)

)〈|p|2〉 . (A.10)

In the case that x0 = x1, then p̂(x0) = p(x1) and this control strategy is equivalent

to control strategy 1, minimising the pressure at a point with a single control source.

A.2 Cancelling the pressure at a virtual location

with one secondary source using the mea-

sured pressures at two points

Following the same method as in Section A.1, the worst case limit on control perfor-

mance at a point x in the controlled sound field can be found. If a single secondary

source is used to drive p̂(x0) to zero, it can be shown that

〈|p(x)|2〉 =

(
Hpp1(x)Hpp2(x0) − Hpp2(x)Hpp1(x0)

Hpp2(x0)

)2 〈|p(x1)|2
〉
+
〈|pu(x)|2〉 . (A.11)
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Eq. (3.48) may now be used to give the mean squared level of the uncorrelated

pressure component as

〈|p(x)|2〉 =

(
A(x − x1)A(x0 − x2) − A(x − x2)A(x0 − x1)

A(x0 − x2) − A(x1 − x2)A(x0 − x1)

)2 〈|p(x1)|2
〉

+

(
1 − A2(x − x1) + A2(x − x2) − 2A(x − x1)A(x − x2)A(x1 − x2)

1 − A2(x1 − x2)

)〈|p|2〉 .

z (A.12)

Once again, a single secondary source is used and therefore

〈|p(x1)|2
〉 ≤ 2

〈|p|2〉 . (A.13)

Therefore the worst case limit on control performance at a point x is given by

〈|p(x)|2〉 ≤
[
2

(
A(x − x1)A(x0 − x2) − A(x − x2)A(x0 − x1)

A(x0 − x2) − A(x1 − x2)A(x0 − x1)

)2

+

(
1 − A2(x − x1) + A2(x − x2) − 2A(x − x1)A(x − x2)A(x1 − x2)

1 − A2(x1 − x2)

)]〈|p|2〉 .

z (A.14)

The worst case limit on relative control performance at the point x is given by

〈|p(x)|2〉〈|pp(x)|2〉 ≤
[
2

(
A(x − x1)A(x0 − x2) − A(x − x2)A(x0 − x1)

A(x0 − x2) − A(x1 − x2)A(x0 − x1)

)2

+

(
1 − A2(x − x1) + A2(x − x2) − 2A(x − x1)A(x − x2)A(x1 − x2)

1 − A2(x1 − x2)

)]
α.

z (A.15)

A.3 Cancelling the pressure and pressure gradi-

ent at a virtual location with two secondary

sources using the measured pressures and

pressure gradients at two points

If two secondary sources are used to drive p̂(x0) and ĝ(x0) to zero, then the proce-

dure outlined in Section A.1 can be used to derive the worst case limit on control
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A.4. Cancelling the pressure and pressure gradient at a virtual location with two
secondary sources using the measured pressures at four points

performance at a point x. Using Hp(x) and Hg(x) as defined in Eqs. (3.104) and

(3.105) and Eq. (3.53) for the mean squared pressure at a point when cancelling the

pressures and pressure gradients at two points with four control sources, the worst

case limit on control performance at a point x is

〈|p(x)|2〉 ≤
[
3

((
Hpp1(x) −

(
Hpp1(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgp1(x0)Hpg2(x0)

Hpp2(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgp2(x0)Hpg2(x0)

)
Hpp2(x)

−
(
−Hpp1(x0)Hgp2(x0) − Hgp1(x0)Hpp2(x0)

Hpp2(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgp2(x0)Hpg2(x0)

)
Hpg2(x)

)2

+
k2

3

(
Hpg1(x) −

(
Hpg1(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgg1(x0)Hpg2(x0)

Hpp2(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgp2(x0)Hpg2(x0)

)
Hpp2(x)

−
(
−Hpg1(x0)Hgp2(x0) − Hgg1(x0)Hpp2(x0)

Hpp2(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgp2(x0)Hpg2(x0)

)
Hpg2(x)

)2
)

+
(
1 − Lp(x)M−1LH

p (x)
)] 〈|p|2〉 . (A.16)

The worst case limit on relative control performance at the point x is given by

〈|p(x)|2〉〈|pp(x)|2〉 ≤
[
3

((
Hpp1(x) −

(
Hpp1(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgp1(x0)Hpg2(x0)

Hpp2(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgp2(x0)Hpg2(x0)

)
Hpp2(x)

−
(
−Hpp1(x0)Hgp2(x0) − Hgp1(x0)Hpp2(x0)

Hpp2(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgp2(x0)Hpg2(x0)

)
Hpg2(x)

)2

+
k2

3

(
Hpg1(x) −

(
Hpg1(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgg1(x0)Hpg2(x0)

Hpp2(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgp2(x0)Hpg2(x0)

)
Hpp2(x)

−
(
−Hpg1(x0)Hgp2(x0) − Hgg1(x0)Hpp2(x0)

Hpp2(x0)Hgg2(x0) − Hgp2(x0)Hpg2(x0)

)
Hpg2(x)

)2
)

+
(
1 − Lp(x)M−1LH

p (x)
)]

α. (A.17)

A.4 Cancelling the pressure and pressure gradi-

ent at a virtual location with two secondary

sources using the measured pressures at four

points

If two secondary sources are used to drive p̂(x0) and ĝ(x0) to zero, then the proce-

dure outlined in Section A.1 can be used to derive the worst case limit on control

performance at a point x. Using Hp(x0) and Hg(x0) as defined in Eqs. (3.133) and
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Appendix A. Theoretical Lower Bounds on Control Performance with the
Stochastically Optimal Tonal Diffuse Field (SOTDF) Virtual Sensing Method

(3.134) and Eq. (3.58) for the mean squared pressure at a point when cancelling the

pressures at four points with four control sources, the worst case limit on control

performance at a point x is

〈|p(x)|2〉 ≤
[
3

((
Hpp1(x) −

(−Hpp1(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp1(x0)Hpp4(x0)

−Hpp3(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp3(x0)Hpp4(x0)

)
Hpp3(x)

−
(

Hpp1(x0)Hgp2(x0) − Hgp1(x0)Hpp2(x0)

−Hpp3(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp3(x0)Hpp4(x0)

)
Hpp4(x)

)2

+
k2

3

(
Hpp2(x) −

(−Hpp2(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp2(x0)Hpp4(x0)

−Hpp3(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp3(x0)Hpp4(x0)

)
Hpp3(x)

−
(

Hpp2(x0)Hgp3(x0) − Hgp2(x0)Hpp3(x0)

−Hpp3(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp3(x0)Hpp4(x0)

)
Hpp4(x)

)2
)

+
(
1 − Lp(x)M−1LH

p (x)
)] 〈|p|2〉 . (A.18)

The worst case limit on relative control performance at the point x is given by

〈|p(x)|2〉〈|pp(x)|2〉 ≤
[
3

((
Hpp1(x) −

(−Hpp1(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp1(x0)Hpp4(x0)

−Hpp3(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp3(x0)Hpp4(x0)

)
Hpp3(x)

−
(

Hpp1(x0)Hgp2(x0) − Hgp1(x0)Hpp2(x0)

−Hpp3(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp3(x0)Hpp4(x0)

)
Hpp4(x)

)2

+
k2

3

(
Hpp2(x) −

(−Hpp2(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp2(x0)Hpp4(x0)

−Hpp3(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp3(x0)Hpp4(x0)

)
Hpp3(x)

−
(

Hpp2(x0)Hgp3(x0) − Hgp2(x0)Hpp3(x0)

−Hpp3(x0)Hgp4(x0) + Hgp3(x0)Hpp4(x0)

)
Hpp4(x)

)2
)

+
(
1 − Lp(x)M−1LH

p (x)
)]

α. (A.19)
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Appendix B

Experimental Results of Active

Noise Control with the Moving

Virtual Microphone Methods in a

Three-dimensional Sound Field

The real-time experimental results of active noise control at a moving virtual micro-

phone located at the ear of a rotating artificial head were summarised in Chapter 4

for brevity. Further discussion of the experimental results obtained with the remote

moving microphone technique, the adaptive LMS moving virtual microphone tech-

nique and the Stochastically Optimal Tonal Diffuse Field (SOTDF) moving virtual

sensing method are presented as follows.

B.1 The remote moving microphone technique

for a three-dimensional sound field

Figs. B.1 and B.2 (Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 in Section 4.3.1) show the attenuation achieved

at the moving virtual location with the remote moving microphone technique at the

525 Hz resonance and off resonance at 510 Hz respectively. Control profiles are

shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a fixed virtual

microphone located at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦, and the fixed

physical microphone. The control performance at the ear of the artificial head is

shown for the period of head rotation of tv = 10 s in part (a) of Figs. B.1 and B.2

and tv = 5 s in part (b) of Figs. B.1 and B.2. Part (c) of Figs. B.1 and B.2 shows
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Appendix B. Experimental Results of Active Noise Control with the Moving
Virtual Microphone Methods in a Three-dimensional Sound Field

the desired trajectory of the artificial head and of the moving virtual microphone, in

degrees, compared to the actual controlled head position. The transient behaviour

seen in Figs. B.1 and B.2 at time t/tv = 0 s, for both tv = 5 s and tv = 10 s, is

caused by the controller initialising.

At the 525 Hz resonance with tv = 10 s, active noise control at the moving

virtual microphone achieves between 28 dB and 39 dB of attenuation at the ear

of the artificial head, as shown in Fig. B.1 (a). Minimising the fixed virtual error

signal achieves a maximum attenuation of 28 dB at the ear of the artificial head

when θh = 0◦ and a minimum attenuation of 9 dB when θh = 45◦. Similarly, active

noise control at the physical microphone achieves 22 dB of attenuation at the ear

of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and only 6 dB of attenuation when θh = 45◦.

When the period of head rotation is reduced to tv = 5 s, Fig. B.1 (b) shows that

minimising the moving virtual error signal results in attenuation of between 20 dB

and 35 dB being achieved at the ear of the artificial head. This is a significant

improvement in control performance compared to active noise control at either the

fixed virtual or physical microphone where attenuation levels again fall to 9 dB and

6 dB respectively when θh = 45◦.

Off resonance, with tv = 10 s, active noise control at the moving virtual micro-

phone achieves an attenuation of between 20 dB and 40 dB at the ear of the artificial

head, as shown in Fig. B.2 (a). Minimising the fixed virtual error signal achieves a

maximum attenuation of 29 dB at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and a

minimum attenuation of 9 dB when θh = 45◦. Active noise control at the physical

microphone results in 18 dB of attenuation at the ear of the artificial head when

θh = 0◦ and only 2 dB of attenuation when θh = 45◦. When the period of head

rotation is reduced to tv = 5 s, Fig. B.2 (b) shows an expected reduction in control

performance. Minimising the moving virtual error signal results in attenuation of

between 20 dB and 35 dB being achieved at the ear of the artificial head. This is still

a significant improvement in control performance compared to active noise control

at either the fixed virtual or physical microphone where the minimum attenuation

levels are 7 dB and 2 dB respectively when θh = 45◦.

B.1.1 Robustness of the remote moving microphone tech-

nique for a three-dimensional sound field

Figs. B.3 and B.4 (Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 in Section 4.3.1.1) show the performance of the

active noise control system in generating a zone of quiet at the virtual microphone
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B.1. The remote moving microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field
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Figure B.1: Tonal attenuation achieved at the 525 Hz resonance with the remote
moving microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field. Control profiles
are shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a virtual mi-
crophone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical microphone, for a period of
rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.
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Figure B.2: Tonal attenuation achieved off resonance at 510 Hz with the remote
moving microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field. Control profiles
are shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a virtual mi-
crophone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical microphone, for a period of
rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.
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Figure B.3: Tonal attenuation achieved at the 525 Hz resonance with the remote
moving microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field after modifying
the sound field. Control profiles are shown for active noise control at the moving
virtual microphone, a virtual microphone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical
microphone, for a period of rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.

with the remote moving microphone technique after modifying the sound field. The

attenuation achieved at the moving virtual location is shown at the 525 Hz resonance

and off resonance at 510 Hz in Figs. B.3 and B.4 respectively. Control profiles are

shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a fixed virtual

microphone located at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦, and the fixed

physical microphone. The control performance at the ear of the artificial head is

shown for the period of head rotation of tv = 10 s in part (a) of Figs. B.3 and B.4

and tv = 5 s in part (b) of Figs. B.3 and B.4. Part (c) of Figs. B.3 and B.4 shows

the desired trajectory of the artificial head and of the moving virtual microphone,

in degrees, compared to the actual controlled head position.

At the 525 Hz resonance in the modified sound field, with tv = 10 s, active noise
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Figure B.4: Tonal attenuation achieved off resonance at 510 Hz with the remote
moving microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field after modifying
the sound field. Control profiles are shown for active noise control at the moving
virtual microphone, a virtual microphone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical
microphone, for a period of rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.
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B.2. The adaptive LMS moving virtual microphone technique for a
three-dimensional sound field

control at the moving virtual microphone achieves between 10 dB and 29 dB of

attenuation at the ear of the artificial head, as shown in Fig. B.3 (a). Minimising the

fixed virtual error signal in the modified sound field achieves a maximum attenuation

of 23 dB at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and a minimum attenuation

of 6 dB when θh = 45◦. Active noise control at the physical microphone achieves

24 dB of attenuation at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and only 1

dB of attenuation when θh = 45◦. When the period of head rotation is reduced to

tv = 5 s, Fig. B.3 (b) shows that minimising the moving virtual error signal results

in attenuation of between 10 dB and 30 dB being achieved at the ear of the artificial

head in the modified sound field.

Off resonance with tv = 10 s, active noise control at the moving virtual micro-

phone in the modified sound field achieves an attenuation of between 10 dB and 39

dB at the ear of the artificial head, as shown in Fig. B.4 (a). Minimising the fixed

virtual error signal in the modified sound field achieves a maximum attenuation of

21 dB at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and a minimum attenuation of

8 dB when θh = 45◦. Active noise control at the physical microphone results in 20

dB of attenuation at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and only 2 dB of

attenuation when θh = 45◦. When the period of head rotation is reduced to tv = 5 s,

Fig. B.4 (b) shows that minimising the moving virtual error signal in the modified

sound field results in attenuation of between 9 dB and 29 dB being achieved at the

ear of the artificial head. This is still an improvement in control performance com-

pared to active noise control at either the fixed virtual or physical microphone where

the minimum attenuation levels are 7 dB and 2 dB respectively when θh = 45◦.

B.2 The adaptive LMS moving virtual micro-

phone technique for a three-dimensional

sound field

Figs. B.5 - B.8 (Figs. 4.14 - 4.17 in Section 4.3.2) show the attenuation achieved

at the moving virtual location with the adaptive LMS moving virtual microphone

technique at the 525 Hz resonance for Ma = 3 physical microphones being in linear

formation perpendicular to the head, linear formation parallel to the head, triangular

formation and Ma = 4 physical microphones in tetrahedral formation respectively.

Control profiles are shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone,

a fixed virtual microphone located at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦, and
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Figure B.5: Tonal attenuation achieved at the 525 Hz resonance with the adaptive
LMS moving virtual microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field when
Ma = 3 physical microphones are in linear perpendicular configuration. Control
profiles are shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a
virtual microphone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical microphone, for a
period of rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.

a fixed physical microphone located 4 cm from the ear when θh = 0◦. The control

performance at the ear of the artificial head is shown for the period of head rotation

of tv = 10 s in part (a) of Figs. B.5 - B.8 and tv = 5 s in part (b) of Figs. B.5 - B.8.

Part (c) of Figs. B.5 - B.8 shows the desired trajectory of the artificial head and of

the moving virtual microphone, in degrees, compared to the actual controlled head

position. As previously stated, the transient behaviour seen in Figs. B.5 - B.8 at

time t/tv = 0 s for both tv = 5 s and tv = 10 s, is caused by the controller initialising.

Fig. B.5 shows the attenuation achieved at the ear of the rotating artificial head

when Ma = 3 physical microphones are arranged in linear formation perpendicular

to the head motion. When tv = 10 s, active noise control at the moving virtual
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B.2. The adaptive LMS moving virtual microphone technique for a
three-dimensional sound field
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Figure B.6: Tonal attenuation achieved at the 525 Hz resonance with the adaptive
LMS moving virtual microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field when
Ma = 3 physical microphones are in linear parallel configuration. Control profiles
are shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a virtual mi-
crophone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical microphone, for a period of
rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.
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Figure B.7: Tonal attenuation achieved at the 525 Hz resonance with the adaptive
LMS moving virtual microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field when
Ma = 3 physical microphones are in triangular configuration. Control profiles are
shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a virtual micro-
phone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical microphone, for a period of rotation
(a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.
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Figure B.8: Tonal attenuation achieved at the 525 Hz resonance with the adaptive
LMS moving virtual microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field when
Ma = 4 physical microphones are in tetrahedral configuration. Control profiles are
shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a virtual micro-
phone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical microphone, for a period of rotation
(a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.
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microphone achieves between 9 dB and 30 dB of attenuation at the ear of the

artificial head, as shown in Fig. B.5 (a). Minimising the fixed virtual error signal

achieves a maximum attenuation of 23 dB at the ear of the artificial head when

θh = 0◦ and a minimum attenuation of 12 dB when θh = 45◦. Active noise control

at the physical microphone achieves 24 dB of attenuation at the ear of the artificial

head when θh = 0◦ and only 4 dB of attenuation when θh = 45◦. When the period

of head rotation is reduced to tv = 5 s, Fig. B.5 (b) shows that minimising the

moving virtual error signal results in attenuation of between 12 dB and 28 dB being

achieved at the ear of the artificial head. This is a slight improvement in control

performance compared to active noise control at either the fixed virtual or physical

microphone where attenuation levels again fall to 13 dB and 6 dB respectively when

θh = 45◦.

The attenuation achieved at the ear of the rotating artificial head when Ma = 3

physical microphones are arranged in linear formation parallel to the head motion

is shown in Fig. B.6. When tv = 10 s, Fig. B.6 (a) demonstrates that active noise

control at the moving virtual microphone achieves between 5 dB and 36 dB of

attenuation at the moving virtual location. This is compared to minimising either

the fixed virtual or the physical error signal where maximum attenuation levels of 23

dB and 24 dB respectively are achieved at the ear of rotating artificial head. When

the period of head rotation is reduced to tv = 5 s, Fig. B.6 (b) shows that active

noise control at the moving virtual microphone results in attenuation of between

5 dB and 34 dB being achieved at the ear of the artificial head. Minimising the

moving virtual error signal achieves greater attenuation at the ear of the rotating

artificial head compared to active noise control at either the fixed virtual or physical

microphone where attenuation levels again fall to 10 dB and 5 dB respectively when

θh = 45◦.

Fig. B.7 shows the attenuation achieved at the ear of the rotating artificial head

when Ma = 3 physical microphones are arranged in triangular formation around the

head. Fig. B.7 (a) shows that when tv = 10 s, active noise control at the moving

virtual microphone achieves between 15 dB and 31 dB of attenuation at the ear of

the rotating artificial head. This is an increase in control performance compared to

minimising the fixed virtual error signal where a maximum attenuation of 20 dB is

achieved at the moving virtual location when θh = 0◦ and a minimum attenuation

of 9 dB is achieved when θh = 45◦. Active noise control at the physical microphone

generates 24 dB of attenuation at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and only

5 dB of attenuation when θh = 45◦. When the period of head rotation is reduced to
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tv = 5 s, Fig. B.7 (b) shows that minimising the moving virtual error signal results

in attenuation of between 18 dB and 31 dB being achieved at the ear of the rotating

artificial head. This is an improvement in control performance compared to active

noise control at either the fixed virtual or physical microphone where attenuation

levels again fall to 9 dB and 6 dB respectively when θh = 45◦.

The attenuation achieved at the moving virtual location when Ma = 4 physical

microphones are arranged in tetrahedral formation is shown in Fig. B.8. When

tv = 10 s, minimising the moving virtual error signal achieves between 16 dB and

39 dB of attenuation at the ear of the rotating artificial head as shown in Fig. B.8

(a). This is significant increase in control performance compared to active noise

control at the fixed virtual microphone where a maximum attenuation of 31 dB is

achieved the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and a minimum attenuation of 9

dB is achieved when θh = 45◦. Active noise control at the physical microphone only

achieves 24 dB of attenuation at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and 6

dB of attenuation when θh = 45◦. When the period of head rotation is reduced to

tv = 5 s, Fig. B.8 (b) shows that minimising the moving virtual error signal results

in attenuation of between 15 dB and 37 dB being achieved at the ear of the artificial

head. This is still a significant improvement in control performance compared to

minimising the fixed virtual or physical microphone signal where attenuation levels

again fall to 7 dB and 6 dB respectively when θh = 45◦.

The performance of the adaptive LMS moving virtual microphone technique off

resonance at 510 Hz, with Ma = 4 physical microphones in tetrahedral formation, is

shown in Fig. B.9 (Fig. 4.22 in Section 4.3.2). Control profiles are shown for active

noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a fixed virtual microphone located

at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦, and a physical microphone 4 cm from

the ear when θh = 0◦. The control performance at the ear of the rotating artificial

head is shown for the period of head rotation of tv = 10 s in Fig. B.9 (a) and tv = 5

s in Fig. B.9 (b). Fig. B.9 demonstrates that off resonance, for both periods of

head motion, active noise control at the moving virtual microphone outperforms

minimising the fixed virtual or physical error signal. When tv = 10 s, minimising

the moving virtual error signal achieves between 20 dB and 38 dB of attenuation at

the ear of the artificial head as shown in Fig. B.9 (a). Minimising the fixed virtual

error signal achieves a maximum attenuation of 24 dB at the ear of the artificial

head when θh = 0◦ and a minimum attenuation of 10 dB when θh = 45◦. Active

noise control at the physical microphone achieves 17 dB of attenuation at the ear

of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and only 2 dB of attenuation when θh = 45◦.
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Figure B.9: Tonal attenuation achieved off resonance at 510 Hz with the adaptive
LMS moving virtual microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field when
Ma = 4 physical microphones are in tetrahedral configuration. Control profiles are
shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a virtual micro-
phone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical microphone, for a period of rotation
(a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.

When the period of head rotation is reduced to tv = 5 s, Fig. B.9 (b) shows that

minimising the moving virtual error signal results in attenuation of between 20 dB

and 39 dB being achieved at the ear of the moving virtual location. This is an

improvement in control performance compared to active noise control at either the

fixed virtual or physical microphone where attenuation levels again fall to 10 dB

and 2 dB respectively when θh = 45◦.
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B.2.1 Robustness of the adaptive LMS moving virtual mi-

crophone technique for a three-dimensional sound

field

Figs. B.10 and B.11 (Figs. 4.23 and 4.24 in Section 4.3.2.1) show the performance

of the active noise control system in generating a zone of quiet at the ear of the ro-

tating artificial head with the adaptive LMS moving virtual microphone technique

in a modified sound field. Arranging Ma = 4 physical microphones in tetrahedral

formation was shown to generate the most accurate estimate of the moving vir-

tual error signal and therefore, the robustness of the adaptive LMS moving virtual

microphone technique is only examined for this configuration of physical sensors.

The attenuation achieved at the moving virtual location is shown at the 525 Hz

resonance and off resonance at 510 Hz in Figs. B.10 and B.11 respectively. Control

profiles are shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a fixed

virtual microphone located at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦, and the

fixed physical microphone. The control performance at the ear of the artificial head

is shown for the period of head rotation of tv = 10 s in part (a) of Figs. B.10 and

B.11 and tv = 5 s in part (b) of Figs. B.10 and B.11. Part (c) of Figs. B.10 and

B.11 shows the desired trajectory of the artificial head and of the moving virtual

microphone, in degrees, compared to the actual controlled head position.

At the 525 Hz resonance in the modified sound field, with tv = 10 s, active

noise control at the moving virtual microphone achieves between 9 dB and 30 dB of

attenuation at the ear of the artificial head, as shown in Fig. B.10 (a). Minimising the

fixed virtual error signal in the modified sound field achieves a maximum attenuation

of 30 dB at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and a minimum attenuation

of 6 dB when θh = 45◦. Active noise control at the physical microphone achieves 29

dB of attenuation at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and only 1 dB of

attenuation when θh = 45◦. When the period of head rotation is reduced to tv = 5

s, Fig. B.10 (b) shows that minimising the moving virtual error signal results in

attenuation of between 12 dB and 28 dB being achieved at the ear of the artificial

head. Minimising the moving virtual error signal in the modified sound field does

show an improvement in control performance compared to active noise control at

either the fixed virtual or physical microphone where attenuation levels again fall to

5 dB and 1 dB respectively when θh = 45◦.

Off resonance with tv = 10 s, active noise control at the moving virtual micro-

phone in the modified sound field achieves an attenuation of between 12 dB and 30
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Figure B.10: Tonal attenuation achieved at the 525 Hz resonance with the adaptive
LMS moving virtual microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field after
modifying the sound field. Results are shown for Ma = 4 physical microphones
arranged in tetrahedral formation. Control profiles are shown for active noise control
at the moving virtual microphone, a virtual microphone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦,
and the physical microphone, for a period of rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s;
and (c) head position.
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Figure B.11: Tonal attenuation achieved off resonance at 510 Hz with the adaptive
LMS moving virtual microphone technique for a three-dimensional sound field after
modifying the sound field. Results are shown for Ma = 4 physical microphones
arranged in tetrahedral formation. Control profiles are shown for active noise control
at the moving virtual microphone, a virtual microphone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦,
and the physical microphone, for a period of rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s;
and (c) head position.
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dB at the ear of the artificial head, as shown in Fig. B.11 (a). This figure also shows

that minimising the fixed virtual error signal in the modified sound field achieves a

maximum attenuation of 26 dB at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and a

minimum attenuation of 5 dB when θh = 45◦. Active noise control at the physical

microphone results in 21 dB of attenuation at the ear of the artificial head when

θh = 0◦ and only 2 dB of attenuation when θh = 45◦. When the period of head rota-

tion is reduced to tv = 5 s, Fig. B.11 (b) shows that minimising the moving virtual

error signal in the modified sound field results in attenuation of between 12 dB and

28 dB being achieved at the ear of the artificial head. This is an improvement in

control performance compared to active noise control at either the fixed virtual or

physical microphone where the minimum attenuation levels are 2 dB when θh = 45◦.

B.3 The Stochastically Optimal Tonal Diffuse

Field (SOTDF) moving virtual sensing

method for a three-dimensional sound field

Figs. B.12 - B.14 (Figs. 4.25 - 4.27 in Section 4.3.3) show the average attenuation

achieved at the moving virtual location with the SOTDF moving virtual sensing

technique at the 525 Hz resonance. Results are given for the virtual quantities be-

ing estimated using the measured pressure and pressure gradient at a point, the

measured pressures at two points, and the measured pressures at three points re-

spectively. The control profiles in Figs. B.12 - B.14 have been generated by averaging

the results of active noise control at 10 different cavity locations. In Figs. B.12 -

B.14, the average control profiles are shown for active noise control at the moving

virtual microphone, a fixed virtual microphone located at the ear of the rotating

artificial head when θh = 0◦, and the fixed physical microphone located 4 cm from

the ear when θh = 0◦. The average control performance at the ear of the rotating

artificial head is shown for the period of head rotation of tv = 10 s in part (a) of

Figs. B.12 - B.14 and tv = 5 s in part (b) of Figs. B.12 - B.14. Part (c) of Figs. B.12

- B.14 shows the desired trajectory of the artificial head and of the moving virtual

microphone, in degrees, compared to the actual controlled head position. Again,

the transient behaviour seen in Figs. B.12 - B.14 at time t/tv = 0 s for both tv = 5

s and tv = 10 s, is caused by the controller initialising.
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Figure B.12: The average tonal attenuation achieved at the 525 Hz resonance with
the SOTDF moving virtual sensing method using the measured pressure and pres-
sure gradient at a point. Control profiles are shown for active noise control at the
moving virtual microphone, a virtual microphone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the
physical microphone, for a period of rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c)
head position.
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Figure B.13: The average tonal attenuation achieved at the 525 Hz resonance with
the SOTDF moving virtual sensing method using the measured pressures at two
points. Control profiles are shown for active noise control at the moving virtual
microphone, a virtual microphone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical micro-
phone, for a period of rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.
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Figure B.14: The average tonal attenuation achieved at the 525 Hz resonance with
the SOTDF moving virtual sensing method using the measured pressures at three
points. Control profiles are shown for active noise control at the moving virtual
microphone, a virtual microphone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical micro-
phone, for a period of rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.
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Fig. B.12 shows the average attenuation achieved at the ear of the rotating

artificial head when the virtual quantities are estimated using the measured pressure

and pressure gradient at a point. When tv = 10 s, active noise control at the moving

virtual microphone achieves an average attenuation of between 17 dB and 31 dB at

the ear of the rotating artificial head as shown in Fig. B.12 (a). This is a significant

improvement in control performance compared to minimising the fixed virtual error

signal where average attenuation levels of between 11 dB and 24 dB are achieved

at the ear of the rotating artificial head. In comparison, active noise control at the

physical microphone only achieves an average attenuation of 20 dB at the ear of the

artificial head when θh = 0◦ and 1 dB when θh = 45◦. When the period of head

rotation is reduced to tv = 5 s, Fig. B.12 (b) shows that minimising the moving

virtual error signal results in an average attenuation of between 17 dB and 29 dB

being achieved at the moving virtual location. This is again an improvement in

control performance compared to active noise control at either the fixed virtual or

physical microphone where the average attenuation levels again fall to 10 dB and 1

dB respectively when θh = 45◦.

The average attenuation achieved at the ear of the rotating artificial head when

the virtual quantities are estimated using the measured pressures at two points is

shown in Fig. B.13. When tv = 10 s, active noise control at the moving virtual

microphone achieves an average attenuation of between 16 dB and 31 dB at the

ear of the rotating artificial head, as shown in Fig. B.13 (a). Minimising the fixed

virtual error signal achieves a maximum average attenuation level of 25 dB at the

ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and a minimum average attenuation level of

7 dB when θh = 45◦. In comparison, active noise control at the physical microphone

achieves average attenuation levels of between 20 dB and 1 dB at the ear of the

rotating artificial head. When the period of head rotation is reduced to tv = 5 s,

Fig. B.13 (b) shows that minimising the moving virtual error signal results in an

average attenuation level of between 15 dB and 29 dB being achieved at the ear of

the rotating artificial head. This is an improvement in the attenuation achieved at

the ear of the rotating artificial head with active noise control at either the fixed

virtual or physical microphone where the average attenuation levels again fall to 9

dB and 1 dB respectively when θh = 45◦.

Fig. B.14 shows the average attenuation achieved at the ear of the rotating

artificial head when the virtual quantities are estimated using the measured pressures

at three points. Fig. B.14 (a) shows that when tv = 10 s, active noise control at

the moving virtual microphone achieves an average attenuation of between 22 dB
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and 30 dB at the ear of the artificial head. Minimising the fixed virtual error

signal generates a maximum average attenuation of 24 dB at the ear of the artificial

head when θh = 0◦ and a minimum average attenuation of 12 dB when θh = 45◦. In

comparison, active noise control at the physical microphone achieves only an average

attenuation level of between 20 dB and 1 dB at the ear of the rotating artificial

head. When the period of head rotation is reduced to tv = 5 s, Fig. B.14 (b) shows

that minimising the moving virtual error signal results in an average attenuation of

between 21 dB and 29 dB being achieved at the ear of the artificial head. This is

an improvement in control performance compared to active noise control at either

the fixed virtual or physical microphone where the average attenuation levels again

fall to 12 dB and 1 dB respectively when θh = 45◦.

The performance of the SOTDF moving virtual sensing method off resonance at

510 Hz is shown in Fig. B.15 (Fig. 4.37 in Section 4.3.3). In this figure, the moving

and fixed virtual error signals have been estimated using the measured pressures at

three points. This configuration of physical sensors was selected as it was shown to

generate the greatest control performance at the moving virtual location. Control

profiles are shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a fixed

virtual microphone located at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦, and a fixed

physical microphone 4 cm from the ear when θh = 0◦. The control performance at

the ear of the rotating artificial head is shown for the period of head rotation of

tv = 10 s in Fig. B.15 (a) and tv = 5 s in Fig. B.15 (b). Fig. B.15 demonstrates that

off resonance, for both periods of head motion, active noise control at the moving

virtual microphone outperforms minimising the fixed virtual or physical error signal.

When tv = 10 s, minimising the moving virtual error signal achieves an average of

between 14 dB and 28 dB of attenuation at the ear of the artificial head as shown in

Fig. B.15 (a). Minimising the fixed virtual error signal achieves a maximum average

attenuation of 19 dB at the ear of the artificial head when θh = 0◦ and a minimum

average attenuation of 9 dB when θh = 45◦. Active noise control at the physical

microphone achieves an average 19 dB of attenuation at the ear of the artificial head

when θh = 0◦ and only 1 dB of attenuation on average when θh = 45◦. When the

period of head rotation is reduced to tv = 5 s, Fig. B.15 (b) shows that minimising

the moving virtual error signal results in an average attenuation of between 16 dB

and 25 dB being achieved at the ear of the moving virtual location. This is an

improvement in control performance compared to active noise control at either the

fixed virtual or physical microphone where average attenuation levels again fall to

10 dB and 1 dB respectively when θh = 45◦.
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Figure B.15: Tonal attenuation achieved off resonance at 510 Hz with the SOTDF
moving virtual sensing method using the measured pressures at three points. Control
profiles are shown for active noise control at the moving virtual microphone, a virtual
microphone spatially fixed at θ = 0◦, and the physical microphone, for a period of
rotation (a) tv = 10 s; (b) tv = 5 s; and (c) head position.
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